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I laid in the hospital bed still trying to process what had happened. Last I remember I was with

Anya in a cabin….now I’m here being told I was found overdosed on wolfsbane in the forest? Is

that what she did? I can’t tell them what happened, she already threatened me if I did what would

happen to me ….. she’d make me an outcast… make my family an outcast…..

I feel my Dad’s eyes looking at me, he’s obviously waiting for an answer…

“I can’t remember much Dad” I lie. I have to lie to protect myself… to protect my family..if Anya

found out I had told them what happened she’d find a way to kill me…. She had been so close to

killing me this time…

“I’d been for a run, I thought I heard something then I got hit round the head….the next thing I

remember I’m here” I lie again.

Hoping that would be enough to explain it away making it sound like the rogues I heard then

discussing earlier while I was asleep. I notice my Dad look to Deyton- had they discussed this? I

had heard snippets of conversations while I was unconscious but they didn’t make much sense.

“Ok sweetheart, that adds up to what we wondered. Anya had been for a run, she found you

passed out, called for help. Thought she’d heard and smelt rogues. We weren’t sure but what you

said makes it sound like that’s likely what happened. Maybe they thought they could manipulate

Logan by kidnapping you knowing how close you were, maybe they haven’t heard he has a mate

now. It was something rogues were doing to Alphas a few years ago” my Dad explains.

Wow he seems to have fallen for this good and proper…. And seems Anya gave a good story

too… fucking bitch… nearly killed me, but then acts like a hero saving me…I need to make sure I

stay out of her way… the beatings at school or when I bumped into her around pack had been one

thing but the things she had done this time were a whole new level of psychotic and it scared me it

really did.

Logan wasn’t helping either… why did life have to feel so messed up? I would be focusing my

time on chilling with Indie from now on and my mum and dad, and other than that it would be

work. Indie had even mentioned arranging some nights out in the nearest town which sound fun,

they’d make a change to our usual and would get me away from pack and away from the shit

going off here. First I just needed to be well enough to go home….
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